Ray-based acoustic localization of cavitation in a highly reverberant environment.
Acoustic detection and localization of cavitation have inherent advantages over optical techniques because cavitation bubbles are natural sound sources, and acoustic transduction of cavitation sounds does not require optical access to the region of cavitating flow. In particular, near cavitation inception, cavitation bubbles may be visually small and occur infrequently, but may still emit audible sound pulses. In this investigation, direct-path acoustic recordings of cavitation events are made with 16 hydrophones mounted on the periphery of a water tunnel test section containing a low-cavitation-event-rate vortical flow. These recordings are used to localize the events in three dimensions via cross correlations to obtain arrival time differences. Here, bubble localization is hindered by reverberation, background noise, and the fact that both the pulse emission time and waveform are unknown. These hindrances are partially mitigated by a signal-processing scheme that incorporates straight-ray acoustic propagation and Monte-Carlo techniques for compensating ray-path, sound-speed, and hydrophone-location uncertainties. The acoustic localization results are compared to simultaneous optical localization results from dual-camera high-speed digital-video recordings. For 53 bubbles and a peak-signal to noise ratio frequency of 6.7 kHz, the root-mean-square spatial difference between optical and acoustic bubble location results was 1.94 cm. Parametric dependences in acoustic localization performance are also presented.